Diffuse Muscular Coactivation (DMC) as A Potential Source of Pain in Fibromyalgia - Part 1


Fibromyalgia is characterized by diffuse pain, the origin of which remains obscure. This study explored a phenomenon labeled Diffuse Muscle Coactivation (DMC) as a possible source of pain in fibromyalgia. DMC is defined as an increase from resting levels (tonus) in the electrical activity of any muscle during a movement which does not involve that muscle and is not part of the agonist - antagonist unit. When compared to controls this activity in persons with fibromyalgia was 1.75 times more prevalent and demonstrated significantly higher peak amplitudes. Possible neurological mechanisms are discussed.
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1. Introduction

The primary feature of fibromyalgia is that of pain occurring at 18 tender points throughout the body. The American College of Rheumatology (ACR) has adopted the criteria of pain occurring at 11 of these sites for inclusion into this diagnostic category. Wolfe [1] reported this criterion discriminated between fibromyalgia sufferers and controls reliably and accurately.

The cause of the development of the tender points has been subject to much investigation, primarily examining for systemic factors. Numerous systemic theories as to the etiology and pathophysiology of fibromyalgia abound, including: central neurotransmitter imbalances [2,3], neuroendocrine-immune dysfunction [4,5,6], thyroid hormone resistance [7,8], stress-related physiological changes [9], psychopathology [10,11,12,13,14], psychosocial factors [15], and sleep disturbance (alpha intrusion) [16,17,18].

Numerous investigators [19,1] have also examined muscle activity as a source of the pain. A main focus has been on the relationship of trigger points to tender points without any conclusive results noted. Trigger points and tender points present in fundamentally different ways. Trigger points are hyperirritable spots located within a taut band of skeletal muscle that, upon compression, produce local pain, and may produce referred pain, a twitch response, jump sign and an autonomic response. Trigger points are thought to be a result of some damage
to localized muscle cells [20] and may be alleviated though therapeutic techniques (i.e. ischemic compression, acupuncture, injection, stretch and spray, moist heat, ultrasound, etc.). In contrast, tender points are spots throughout the body, which are painful to applied pressure below 4kg. They are not located in tissue which is noticeably hard or nodular in texture, do not refer pain and do not produce a twitch response. Tender points are thought to arise from a systemic dysfunction and local treatment of these sites produces little relief. Trigger points may be found in fibromyalgia patients but tender points may not be present in a myofascial pain syndrome [21].

Surface electromyography (sEMG) offers the scientist a chance to study muscle activity in a functional manner. Examination of several characteristics of muscle activity including amplitude, frequency, interactions with other muscles, and recovery of pre-movement baseline are all possible with sEMG. Of particular interest to this study is the ability to measure muscle interactions during movements. Studies in the physical rehabilitation literature examining muscle interactions clearly demonstrate the existence of cocontractions (coactivations) in what are otherwise healthy muscles [22]. (Authors note: the terms cocontraction and coactivation are used interchangeably in this paper.) Coactivation may be readily seen in agonist – antagonist interactions. (Note: the terms agonist and antagonist are used in the traditional sense with agonist referring to the muscle which is the prime mover and initiates a movement while antagonist refers to a muscle which provides a negative contribution). Coactivation of agonists and
antagonists produce high stiffness of the joint and little torque [23]. It is the antagonist that shows the presence of increased electrical activity, when it should be electrically quiet.

Janda and Stara (Janda and Stara, 1965 as cited in [23]) demonstrated the presence of coactivation in children, showing a high incidence of grouped responses of a predictable nature, even in muscles far removed from those which produced a required movement. This disappeared with maturity. Several other authors (Gatev, 1967; Okhnyanskaya et al, 1974 as cited in [23]) have also shown this phenomena suggesting they are of a suprasegmental origin which disappears with maturation.

Two of the authors [24,25] have reported results in which the muscle activity of persons with fibromyalgia differs from that of patients with myofascial pain. The authors reported what they termed muscle cocontractions (coactivation), in which movement of the head produced increased muscle activity in muscles other than in the agonist – antagonist unit. In order to avoid further confusion the authors have introduced a new term called Diffuse Muscular Coactivation (DMC). DMC is defined as an increase from resting levels (tonus) in the electrical activity of any muscle during a movement which does not involve that muscle and is not part of the agonist - antagonist unit.
Given that fibromyalgia sufferers report fatigue and morning stiffness, DMC, as a possible cause of these phenomena, needs to be investigated. The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship of DMC to the pain of fibromyalgia. Skubick [26] and Hellebrandt [27] reported an increase in the electrical activity of the arms during movement of the head. The purpose of this study was to examine if DMC occurred during movement of the head and was the DMC related to the pain of fibromyalgia.

Due to the complex nature of the study the results are divided into 2 parts. This part (Part 1) explores the interactions of muscles for DMC, comparing individuals suffering from fibromyalgia to controls. (Part 2 examines the nature of the DMC in detail.) Due to the lack of literature and prior research of this phenomenon in relationship to fibromyalgia, this study should be considered exploratory in nature.

2. Method

Subjects
The subjects were volunteers, who were recruited by advertisements in a local paper and by word of mouth. A total of 316 individuals applied for information packages of which 76 were completed and returned. No attempt was made to inquire as to the reasons for such a high non-response rate. Medical specialists (i.e., rheumatologist, internist) prior to the study, had diagnosed all 76 individuals
as suffering from fibromyalgia. Of these, 29 were rejected for issues concerning medications (i.e., taking medications which would alter some of the study’s measures, but to stop taking them would put their life at risk), and one dropped out due to distance from the study center. Demographic information was collected on the remaining 46 subjects.

A dolorimeter evaluation as recommended by Fischer [28] was administered according to the criteria of the ACR [1]. Two individuals did not meet the criteria of 11 of 18 tender points and were disqualified from the study. Thirty blood measures, urine and stool samples were collected and a board-certified specialist in hematology and internal medicine screened for concurrent and secondary diseases (i.e., rheumatoid arthritis, and lupus). Four individuals were disqualified, 2 because they would not complete the medical examinations and 2 on the basis of having active infections or diseases, which could affect the measurements [29]. The demographic data from the 6 who did not pass this phase of the screening were dropped from the data pool.

Measures
The remaining 40 subjects all completed psychological tests including the Symptom Checklist-90-Revised (SCL-90-R) [30], McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ) [31], Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) measuring pain [32], Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQ) [33] and a Memory Assessment Scale (MAS) [34].
An sEMG evaluation designed specifically by the senior author for this study was administered to each of the 40 subjects. Data was collected on a Physiotech 4000™¹ system, with a sampling rate of 240 Hz per channel, with a bandpass filter of 40 – 450 HZ. Eight channels of processed Root Mean Square (RMS) data were collected simultaneously. Electrodes were placed bilaterally over the cervical paraspinals at C4 – 6 for the purpose of monitoring the movements of the head, which included flexion from the sitting position and rotations to the left and right from the supine position. Electrodes were also placed bilaterally over the forearm extensor bundles (2 cms distal to the epicondyles), bilaterally over the gluteus medius – parallel to the belly of the muscle, and over the vastus medialis – near the fat pads proximal to the belly of the muscle. Bipolar electrode placements were 2 cms center to center. Subjects were asked to flex their heads three times, rotate their head to the left three times, and to the right three times. Degree of rotation was controlled with the use of a goniometer and held constant for each movement. Readings were taken before any of the movements occurred (labeled baseline) and during each movement with the third repetition (labeled peak) analyzed. The third repetition was selected in order to avoid any warm-up effects and on the basis of research by various authors [22,35] that shows consistency of amplitude over time. A total of 18 readings were taken for both baseline and peak. All data was stored to disk for future data analysis.

¹ Myotronics-Noromed, Inc. 15425 - 53 Ave. S., Tukwila, Washington 98188
Six individuals who reported no significant health problems or history of a whiplash were recruited as controls. These individuals completed the same evaluation as the subjects, except did not receive the medical evaluations.

3. Results

Demographics
The demographic results indicated that the subjects were predominately female (N = 37), average age of 44.3 (SD = 8.2) years, right-handed (N = 38), had been in pain for 8.8 (SD = 7.5) years. The average age for the controls was 33.3 (SD = 6.6) which while lower, did not significantly differ from the subjects. All controls were female, right handed with no time in pain.

Psychological Results
The subjects reported an average score of 34.1 (SD = 12.7) on the McGill Pain Questionnaire. This score is elevated from the norm established for individuals suffering from low back pain. An average score of 5.5 (SD = 2.1) was demonstrated on the VAS. An average score of 95.7% (SD = 13.5) on the MAS Global Memory Scale, indicating no significant impairments in short term memory. The controls showed scores of 3.2 (SD = 3.9), .22 (SD = .4), and 95% respectively. The SCL 90-R Global Severity Index (GSI) was used as a general indicator of psychological dysfunction [30]. The GSI showed 10 individuals with a T score greater than 70, 25 with a score between 60 and 69, and 5 with a score
between 50 and 59, with an overall average score of 65.9 (SD = 6.9) suggesting a moderate level of dysfunction. All control subjects showed a score of 50 or less with an average of 42.3 (SD = 7.3) indicating little psychological disturbance.

sEMG Results

Utilizing a criteria level of 20% [23] all 40 subjects and all 6 controls showed the presence of DMC. The subjects averaged 5.35 DMC (SD = 2.89) with a range of 1 to 12, while the controls averaged 3.3 DMC (SD = 1.22) with a range of 1 to 5. Figure 1 illustrates increased muscle activity as seen in fibromyalgia, while Figure 2 illustrates a set of tracings from a control subject with no increase in activity. (Note the activity from lead 1 – the left CPS is not evident in this particular tracing due to a broken lead).

Insert Figure 1 here
Insert Figure 2 here

The subjects showed a total number of 214 DMC (out of a possible 720 – 29.7%), consisting of 110 on the left and 104 on the right side. The left-sided activity showed increased activity in 56 wrist extensors, 35 gluteus medius and 19 vastus medialis. The right side total score was made up of 60, 25 and 19 respectively. This compared to a total of 20 (out of a possible 108 – 18.5%) in total for the control group, consisting of 11 on the left side and 9 on the right side. This consisted of increased wrist extensor activity of 7 on the left and 4 on the
right, for the gluteus medius 3 and 2 respectively, and for the vastus medialis 1 and 3 respectively. When adjusted for group size, the ratio of increased activity in the fibromyalgia group to controls is approximately 1.75:1.

The baseline level of muscle activity was measured in microvolts for all muscles and showed an average of 3.4 microvolts for all the fibromyalgia subjects and 2.99 microvolts for controls. A one-way ANOVA for between group differences was not significant.

The peak level of activity measured in microvolts was 3.1 microvolts for the control group and 5.0 microvolts for the fibromyalgia group. One-way ANOVA for group by site showed differences (p > .05) for a) flexion – left wrist extensors, left gluteus medius, right vastus medialis, b) rotation to the left – right wrist extensors and c) rotation to the right – left wrist extensors, right wrist extensors, right vastus medialis.

Finally, the peak activity was correlated with the dolorimeter, McGill Pain Questionnaire and the VAS scores. No significant findings were noted.

The increased activity was then manually compared to the dolorimeter scores for agreement/disagreement. The two readings agreed (both were positive or both were negative) 57.5% of the time for the fibromyalgia group and 58.3% for the control group. Examination of the disagree patterns was then conducted. When
the dolorimeter was positive (+) and the increased activity negative (−), this occurred 88.4% of the time for the fibromyalgia group and 11.5% for the control group. When the dolorimeter score was negative (−) and the increased activity was positive (+), this occurred 26.6% of the time for the fibromyalgia group and 73.3% for the control group.

4. Discussion

The purpose of this part of the study was to investigate the relationship of muscle activity to the pain of fibromyalgia. The results are consistent with Zidar et al’s [36] work showing that the baseline level of activity is similar to that of controls, discounting resting levels as a source of the development of the tender points or fatigue or morning stiffness. However the appearance of DMC throughout the body has not previously been reported and an argument may be made as to the relationship of the DMC to the appearance of the tender points.

Cocontractions that occur in the agonist – antagonist unit may be seen as a localized expression of the DMC phenomenon. Cocontractions appear to be under peripheral motor control mechanisms [23,24] and appear to be related to the presence of pain. Skubick [26] demonstrated that a reduction in cocontractions between the sternomastoid muscle and the flexor bundles in the forearm were strongly associated with a decrease in pain, and an improvement in
nerve conduction measures. One control subject in particular clearly matched the DMC to the site in her hip in which she experienced pain.

In the literature numerous authors have reported cocontractions as localized phenomena and part of various processes including, and beyond, the agonist – antagonist unit. These include: a developmental process involving reflexes and the central nervous system [37](Janda and Stara, 1965 as cited in [23]), as part of a reflex pattern involving a myotatic unit [27], as part of a disregulation in the Tonic Neck Reflex [26], or as part of the aging process, fatigue, and stress [23]. However, these papers (except for Janda & Stara) did not study muscles in other parts of the body as part of the investigation so it is not known if the appearance of the generalized phenomena would have been noted.

Neurologically these processes can be linked. As previously stated, cocontractions appear to involve a peripheral control mechanism [23,24] while the DMC appears to involve a central control mechanism. Basmajian [23] lists four possible motor control mechanisms: a) centrally mediated reciprocal inhibition, b) centrally mediated coactivation, c) peripherally mediated reciprocal inhibition and d) peripherally mediated coactivation. It is possible to speculate on a progressive disregulation that starts peripherally and moves centrally, involving these mechanisms, causing neural plasticity changes in the motor control systems and leading to the appearance of diffuse pain.
Of interest also, is the presence of the DMC in healthy controls. It is not known if this represents an early breakdown in the central motor control processes or some other phenomenon leading to the development of pain. If this is true the early appearance of the DMC phenomenon may serve as a marker for the detection of this dysfunction.

The data also indicate that when the muscles increase in activity there is no delay in onset between the proximal and distal muscles. Visual examination of Figure 1 shows all the muscles on the left side increasing in activity simultaneously. This suggests one drive mechanism as opposed to the spreading out of a signal from multiple sites as in the sensory motor cortex. There may be thalamic involvement interacting with the cerebellum to produce this process. It is also possible that this phenomenon may involve segmental and/or suprasegmental activity of the spine. Further research is needed.

The data shows that the increased activity does not occur in all muscles, appearing more frequently in proximity to the neck and decreasing distally from the neck. Flexion and rotation of the head to the right produced a greater increase in the activity than rotation to the left. Whether this is related to the subjects’ handedness needs further investigation. It is also not known if a different movement would produce different results.
The increase of 20% in electrical activity from resting levels was chosen on the basis of Basmajian’s work in Muscles Alive [23]. Retrospectively, increases of 30% and 50% were investigated as criterion to see if this change would show differences between the groups. Very little change occurred in the differences between groups with the 1.75:1 ratio of fibromyalgia to controls holding consistent.

The lack of significant findings between the sEMG activity and the dolorimeter findings was not surprising. The dolorimeter findings reflect a perceptual process including allodyna, while the sEMG activity reflects a physiological process. This is particularly evident in the data, showing a disagreement with the dolorimeter positive and the increased muscle activity negative. There may also be a measurement error operating here. The DMC sEMG results are based upon three repetitions of a movement. It is not known what an increase in the number of repetitions would do. Daily activity would produce 1000s of movements of the head, changing the sEMG results accordingly. It is assumed that the sEMG activity levels would increase with repetition, perhaps matching the dolorimeter findings more exactly. This remains to be investigated.

While not a primary focus of the study, the results of the SCL 90 R are intriguing as these results show a wide variation in the scores. The wide variation in scores and lack of correlation to the activity suggest that psychological factors are not directly involved in the causation of the DMC. While needing further
investigation, these results suggest that screening for psychological issues in the treatment of fibromyalgia is essential, as some individuals will need psychological treatment while others have a limited emotional component to this dysfunction.

Finally, it is not known if the diffuse increase in muscle activity reflects epiphenomenona or is characteristic of a specific dysfunction as seen in fibromyalgia. The literature (i.e. Basmajian [23]) suggests the emergence of the coactivation may be due to a breaking-down of inhibitory control mechanisms. More study is needed before any conclusive statements may be made.

This study should be considered exploratory in nature, as it was included initially as part of another study searching for diagnostic markers for fibromyalgia. It is reported in this manner because the DMC was not specifically looked for and appeared as a serendipitous finding. The lack of a significant number of controls further limits the use of appropriate statistics as examination of this data shows a significant problem with homogeneity of variance. Regardless of these limitations, further investigation of this phenomena is recommended. The presence of DMC throughout the body has not been reported in the literature and may represent a breakdown in the inhibitory control mechanisms in the body. Part 2 of this study represents further examination of this phenomenon.
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Figure 1
Fibromyalgia Sufferer - DMC